
June Meeting 

POM Cryptandra amara       Lynne Mockridge 

This dainty flower has the common name, pearl flower which seems appropriate as the tiny white tubular 
flowers glisten in the winter/spring months.  

It belongs to the Rhamnaceae 
family. It is a variable species, 
forming a small wiry shrub with 
alternate branchlets, often 
ending in a spine or thorn. It 
ranges in height from 0.2 to 
1m with a similar width.  

While it is found in several 
states it has a limited 
distribution in Tasmania being 
found in shady, dry areas in 
the north and east.  
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Lynne says it is an attractive garden plant 
which can be difficult to establish. 
Propagation from stem cuttings can also be 
difficult. However, it is a good container plant 
and lasts well in a vase.  

Cryptandra amara pictured at Tasmanian 
Native Garden at Heritage Forest. 

Speakers: 

Helen and Mick Statham - Scottish Islands 

At the June meeting Mick and Helen 
Statham shared their experiences on a 
recent tour of several Scottish Islands. 
(See map) We were treated to a close-
up view of plants, puffins and the 
occasional sheep as well as some 
archaeological sites. 

Mick and Helen hoped to find plants 
native to areas visited. Instead they 
found that across northern Europe you 
get the same flora with just a few 
exceptions. 

Mick posed the question, ‘What are 
native plants and what are introduced 
plants when many have been there for 
5,000 years?’ 

Many of the plants, such as the common Potentilla anserina 
(silver weed), is one that is found on most of the islands and 
throughout Europe. 

Most islands have no trees such as Staffa, Hebrides where 
Eriophorum augustifolium (common cotton grass) makes an 
attractive andscape. (See below) 



(Left) Dactylorhiza maculata (spotted heath orchid) is widespread 
through mountainous regions over much of Europe from Portugal 
to east Russia. 

(Right)  
Narthecium ossifragum (bog 
asphodel) is a plant of 
western Europe found in 
areas up to 1000m 
elevation. 

(Far right) 
Polygala serpyllifolia (heath 
milkwort) is a British native 
perennial.  

These two plants photographed on Skye are some of the ‘more local’ 
ones seen on the trip. 



           Pinguicula vulgaris (common butterwort), Isle of Lewis  
 This tiny flower has widespread distribution throughout Europe, up into Russia and across to U.S. 

      Dactylorhiza purpurella (northern marsh orchid), Isle of Lewis 
  This striking orchid is listed as native to Great Britain, Ireland and Denmark. 



As well as plants there were interesting places. One such place was Hirta on the island of St Kilda. When the 
Scottish people lived here they mostly relied on the seabirds such as gannets and puffins for meat, eggs, and 
oil. They built cleits to store the dried and salted meats. These were effective structures: waterproof with good 
air flow so that salted meats lasted all year. Of special interest for Mick were the Soay sheep which were taken 
to St Kilda by Neolithic people and are the closest sheep to primitive sheep. 

Soay sheep    Cleit 

This is a recreated Iron Age 
house: Bostadh House on the 
Isle of Lewis. It is interesting 
because it has a lower floor dug 
down into the ground with 
drystone walls infilled with turf.  

People lived in the higher 
section and they had animals in 
the lower-roofed back part.This 
gave protection to the animals 
but also warmth for the people. 



Skara Brae, Orkney mainland, another interesting archaeological site.  

This is an Iron Age village which has been very well preserved because it was covered in sand. This site has 
about ten houses and the archaeologists suggest that the structure seen in the photo on the right is a dresser. 

This Shetlands island, Papa Stour, is 
another typical treeless island mainly 
used as grazing land. 

Plants such as Thymus praecox (wild 
thyme), Lotus corniculatus, (common 
birds foot-trefoil) and Trifolium repens 
(white clover) provide patches of colour. 
Also the white clover is native to this 
area. 



   Up close to puffins amongst Armeria maritima (thrift).  
These birds pictured on Noss, a Shetland island, were just a couple of metres away unafraid of the camera!  

An attractive mix of flowers 
such as -  
Eriophorum augustifolium 
(common cotton), Lychnis 
floscuculi (ragged robin).  

These were by the roadside 
on Fair Isle, Shetland Island. 



Silene vulgaris (sea 
campion) Pabay Mor, 
Outer Hebrides 

Helen and Mick’s presentation gave us a glimpse of a lesser known part of the world as they described 
historical, archaeological and geological features. Most impressive photos brought into focus many plants 
which we would consider ‘exotics’. It was good to see them in their natural habitat while noting that most of the 
plants were not unique to the Scottish Islands but have a distribution throughout Europe.  

July Meeting 

POM Thryptomene calycina         Kay Pallett 

The Grampians heath myrtle is a small to medium shrub which belongs to the Myrtaceae family. 



It is reasonably quick growing, able to adapt to any well drained soils and prefers a sunny position with 
adequate water during dry periods. It is a favourite plant because it flowers from autumn to spring, providing a 
profuse splash of colour in the winter garden.  

The colour first begins with the pinkish buds 
which open as flowers 0.5 cm in diameter.  

They are formed in the leaf bases on the 
topside of the stems.  

The tiny flat flowers face one way along the 
tapering branch. Each pure white flower has a 
dark, burgundy centre while the foliage is 
small and aromatic. 

The species was first formally described in 1853 by J.D. Hooker in Journal of Botany and Kew Garden 
Miscellany. He based his description on plants collected by R.C. Gunn on sandbanks on Schouten Island. In 
Tasmania it is mostly confined to the Freycinet National Park and in Victoria it occurs in the Gippsland Lakes 
region. It is also found in South Australia.  

It is on the Threatened Species list as ‘vulnerable’ and it is listed as rare in Victoria so it would be good to see 
more of this attractive shrub brightening our winter gardens and an added bonus is that the flowers last 
exceptionally well in a vase.  



Speaker: 

Peter Voller -  The Cleanup and Revegetation of the Supply River Valley  

Peter Voller has a life-long interest and work in natural values conservation; a deep understanding of landcare, 
its ethic and its importance for a healthy environment.  He focussed on the value of land care groups and how 
they link people, especially young people to their environment.  

The Landcare Movement which began in Victoria in 1987 holds that we are here as custodians to care for and 
pass on land that is in a better condition than when it was inherited. We need a balance between a productive 
landscape and an ecological system with a stable environment for people to live in. Peter says that in reality 
we are not going to destroy the planet but we are going to make it uninhabitable for people. 

That conflict between the habitability for our species and for those with which we share this planet, is the issue 
that underpins Landcare. Peter emphasises that the Landcare Movement is about trying to build an obligation 
and understanding that as a custodian we pass on something that is more effectively managed and which is 
built on knowledge and understanding when caring about our environment. This can occur in a myriad of 
ways. APST is an example of a community group working to improve the natural environment - with native 
plant propagation an important aspect of this work. 

Peter spoke of the history, the development of the Landcare Movement and how it gave farmers permission to 
voice their caring for the land. Land for Wildlife is another manifestation of the idea of speaking out to the 
community, showing care for the land. In Tasmania 2,000 members have 62,000 hectares of land under 
voluntary protection. Such figures show the ethic of landcare is powerful. It shows people active in improving 
the land, not seeing it as a government responsibility 

So, Landcare has become a movement based in the 
community, coming from people sharing ideas on fixing 
things up so they can be better. He spoke of the West 
Tamar Landcare Group that 25 years ago was formed to 
find ways to improve the health of the Supply River.  

The group first walked the length of the river, applied for 
funding with the aim of improving it ecologically but also for 
associated farmland protection. It was understood that the 
control of the river flow needed to be managed, not 
contained; that it was necessary to look at the landscape, 
read what was happening, note the types of plants and 
eradicate weeds especially the willows - a constant labour. 
Grant money was used to place rocks into the straight 
sections of the river to create a ripple effect. The ripples 
take energy out of the system and lessen erosion in the 
bends thereby protecting farmland. The ripples also 
improve aeration making the river a healthier environment 
for small animals. 

After putting in rocks, attention turned to the river edges. 
Grasses, such as Poa labillardierei and sedges also 
lomandras went in first. Then more native vegetation was 
re-established. The stages at which plants are added and 
the heights of plants all play an important role in the 
success of the regeneration process. 

Melaleucas, Allocasuarina littoralis, Acacia melanoxylon and dealbata have been successful but others such 
as Eucalyptus ovata have struggled. Weeds are still a problem but after six years willows have basically been 
eliminated and there are platypus in the river. The river has gone from having bare undercut banks with rapidly 
eroding pastures to the revegetation stage shown in these recent photos. 



 

The West Tamar Landcare Group is engaged 
with the community. It leads by example: 
providing funds, informed advice and manpower, 
working on activities such as weed eradication; 
bush restoration behind the Exeter school; 
funding help with the repair of the Exeter Goat 
Track. They are a strong social group, supportive of each other and they ‘get a lot done.’ Peter says Landcare 
is about informing people about the environment, the ‘connectiveness’ of species and the wonderful image of 
‘planting trees in peoples’ minds!’ 

He finished the evening with some works of art evoking our ties to the landscape from which we derive so 
much pleasure. 



The Next Day 

Peter invited us to see the Supply River regeneration and the garden that Jo and he have created over 
the past ten years. Here is Gilly’s evocative response to our excursion to their property at Loira on the 
Supply River on a drizzly, dull day in July. 

What a challenge to try and describe such a special place, people and experience. 
 

First the experience: 
I felt I was in heaven. There was so much love, 
careful thought, humour and knowledge 
demonstrated in that property that the overall 
experience was very positive. It exuded a sense of 
playfulness as well as hope for the future that 
restoration and regeneration is really possible with 
persistence, knowledge and of course hard work. 




The people: 
Peter shared his stories of the fascinating and diverse objects, 
plants and his own handmade artistic creations with humble 
wisdom and humour which made the day feel bright even though 
the weather was quite dark and foreboding with rain coming any 
minute. It was, however, sad that Jo was not well enough to be with 
us. 

Of particular interest: 
The choice  placing of bushy shrubs to give privacy and shelter and 
interesting places to sit around the front and side of the house and 
also convenient placing of the herbs, chickens, bbq and vegetables 
for access from the kitchen at the back.  
Amongst many curious and fascinating objects were carefully 
placed colourful stones, including a pretend “dish of food” with an 
old fork and meteorites found in the desert but perhaps the most 
unexpected was the lightening bolt near the front door!    






Then there was the remarkable 
riverbank restoration from mown 
grass to the present verdant 
vegetation within 10 years. 
‘Incredible’ was Gilly’s final word. 

Looking across reclaimed paddocks to 
the regenerated banks of the Supply 
River.  

Gilly’s  response was complemented by the thoughtful comments of others such as …. 

Elizabeth who appreciated the recent opportunity to visit the Voller property which supported such a diversity 
of plants, animals, and wildlife. The ornamental native garden was refuge and food for insects, birds and 
bandicoots (and would be stunning when in full bloom! ) The Supply River re-vegetation grew contrasting 
Tasmanian endemics such as dogwood, eucalyptus, prickly box, native olive and paperbark providing habitat 
for wallaby, platypus, wombat and possum to name a few. 

Peter D. said it was the first time he had seen 
how plants produced by our nursery were 
used and he commented on the efforts to 
prevent further erosion of the Supply River 
banks by reintroduction of riparian vegetation. 
Janet also highlighted the restoration of the 
small wetlands areas along the river stating 
that such thoughtful conservation and re-
vegetation restored her spirits immeasurably. 
Roberta noted ideas about close planting to 
support the plants rather than using plastic 
shields that in strong winds could damage the 
plants; the information about “rippling” that 
slowed the stream flow and aided in 
prevention of bank erosion; and the use of 
cameras to record wildlife on the property. 
The garden drew from Janet the realisation 
that you could develop a magnificent garden 
with just correas, in all their shapes, sizes and 
colours. The Voller garden, she noted, 
contained more than correas, but they did 
predominate and looked wonderful. 

Jo and Peter Voller also grew vegetables, companion plants, chickens, fruit, nuts and even pasture for horses 
and were obviously informed by knowledge and the skills gained from a productive and caring interaction with 
their environment wrote Elizabeth who spoke for all of us when she stated:  

It was refreshing to see their endeavours to maintain diversity and a balanced relationship within an 
ecosystem.  

We appreciated the opportunity to visit the property to view the successful work undertaken by the West Tamar 
Landcare group and as Peter D. said it would be well worth a follow-up visit. 



August Meeting 

POM Pimelea pauciflora       Noel Manning 

Noel chose Pimelea pauciflora contrasting the two rather more glamorous plants of the previous POM species 
with this plant, found at Skemps Launceston Field Naturalists property. The attractiveness of this pimelea 
species was not improved by its common name i.e. poison rice flower, poison pimelea. (It is also known as 
bushman’s shoelace.) 
 

Noel chose this plant because as he explained it is 
considered rare not so much because it is a threatened 
plant but just that it grows sparsely in open grasslands, not 
in reserved land. Even at Skemps it is not under covenant 
so it has been suggested that a survey could be done and 
the result added to the Atlas of Living Australia.  
  
There is a dozen or so plants on the property on the 
Tasman Highway opposite the Targa Hill Road turnoff and 
many plants on the Launceston Field Naturalists property. 

Pimelea pauciflora has separate male and female plants, forms an erect shrub 2-3m high to 0.5-1.5m wide 
with long, slender red-stemmed hairless branches. In spring pale green/yellow flowers appear in few-flowered 
terminal clusters. These are followed by red/orange succulent fruit that is ovoid in shape, 5-6 mm long and 
poisonous to stock.  

 

 

Pimelea pauciflora dotted 
across an open grassland.

(Photo from www.fpb.tas.gov.au)



Speaker: 

Miguel de Salas -  TMAG’s Expeditions of Discovery 
   Species discovery and collection building in 21st Century Tasmania 

In August we were fortunate to have Dr Miguel de Salas share with us a little of his deep knowledge of 
Tasmanian native plants. Miguel is the senior curator of botany at the Tasmanian Herbarium in Hobart which is 
part of the TMAG Herbarium. He is co-author of the Census of Vascular Plants of Tasmania which is the 
official list of what is native and/or naturalised. He is also editor of the valuable Flora of Tasmania Online which 
Roy S. described as the ‘bible’ for plant identification. It is not yet complete but is a wonderful resource for the 
plant families already completed. There is a link to it on the museum website. 

To begin, Miguel described the compact underground storage area that contains 300,000 plants collected from 
Cook’s first voyage right through to today. Tours of this area were given during the recent Science Week. 
However, although the Herbarium has a large number of stored plants some parts of the state still remain 
poorly surveyed. Consequently after the initial participation with the Bush Blitz program ended, the TMAG 
began its own Expeditions of Discovery where a group of experts would spend a week in an area and conduct 
a thorough survey.  

The first of these in 2017 was to the Wind Song property on the East coast - an expedition made possible by 
the generosity of Tom and Jane Teniswood who provided food and accommodation. The 2018 expedition was 
to the Musselroe wind farm and 2019 will be at the ‘Old Triabunna Mill’.  

This is the field lab at Wind Song - crowded but 
busy. 

Miguel’s main work is plant 
taxonomy. His presentation 
detailed the meticulous 
organisation necessary when 
approximately a dozen 
scientists undertake a week-
long collecting expedition.  

He spoke of the rigorous effort 
necessary to record not just 
the single species but also 
those around it. Previously a 
collector would take a single 
plant without detailing the 
surrounding plants nor the 
situation it was in and the other 
plants it was growing with, nor 
the insects which might be on 
it. 



Along with the process and practicalities of collecting, Miguel also had so much plant information for us to 
absorb. He spoke of a rainforest area at Mt Strzelecki which is more of a ‘cloud forest’; marsupial lawns, a 
favourite place because they contain an incredible diversity of tiny intricate plants growing closely together in 
just one square metre of ground; and he had examples of too many weeds appearing statewide e.g. a kiwi fruit  
vine found growing roadside in the middle of the Tarkine near the Donaldson River. 

During a survey at Badger Creek in the Daisy River catchment he saw a Huon Pine rainforest which has never 
been logged. The trees are one metre to 1.5 metres across and multi-stemmed because trees have died or 
fallen over and resprouted. The area was dripping moisture and everything was covered in a jelly-like slime 
and very slippery. 

Right: Miguel described this mat 
of liverworts seen in the tiny 
gullies north of Bronte Park. In 
places the Marchantia is 
approximately a metre deep. 

He described it as ‘a sea of 
lettuce’ with Marchantia growing 
on top of Marchantia, growing 
on top of Marchantia’. He has 
not seen such a situation before 
and said it is like what you get in 
a sphagnum bog when peat 
forms from the decomposition of 
the sphagnum moss. 

Collectors at work. 

This little puff ball (above right) is the tip of a new ambuchanan moss species. Unique to Tasmania it grows 
completely underground in tannic places with only the tips of tiny leaves showing. This tiny magnified spore is 
the tip of the moss coming up. Nine of these tiny puffballs were found at the above site. 



There were interesting details of beautiful specimens such as Utricularia uniflora which is mostly found in 
western Tasmania.  

This species has an 
interesting story because 
it had been known for one 
hundred years but there 
was confusion with 
Utricularia dichotoma 
(seen at left). 

It wasn’t until Margaret Stones, botanist and illustrator, along with Margaret Allen, collected a specimen and 
sought name confirmation from the Kew Gardens that the name was confirmed as Utricularia uniflora. It was a 
separate species not Utricularia dichotoma var. uniflora. The main difference is in the number of yellow corolla 
lobe ridges. Miguel said that there are more species of Utricularia to come. 



 

Yet another attractive plant is this 
new serpentine violet, which 
Miguel collected during a Bush 
Blitz expedition.  

After much searching he has 
determined that it only grows on 
serpentine rock on the West 
Coast.  

The showy flowers can be 
abundant with between 100 - 200 
flowers counted in some places. 
Its leaves, which are very different 
from Viola hederacea are a glossy 
dark green and quite brittle. 
Miguel says it is easy to cultivate.  

Miguel’s knowledge was 
impressive and there was a sense that we could have continued for longer, having only just touched the 
surface of his ‘plant world’. His presentation illustrated the rigour with which plant collection, taxonomical and 
ecological processes are accurately documented by the Tasmanian Herbarium. 

 

Other activities

The beginning.

What is this? An enthusiastic group getting hands sticky creating paper boulders. 



Many hands at work. 

Margaret H. led the group in a papier-
mâché session on a cool Saturday in 
July. The paper rocks are to add to the 
stage display at Blooming Tasmania.

Down to the finishing touch.

August has been a very busy time for those at the nursery at Windsor Park in Riverside. The team of Janet, 
Sharon, Gilly and Julie, along with the many others on propagation days have prepared a respectable number 
of plants for the October 19th spring sale. To supplement the numbers at this sale some members, in particular 
Marion Simmonds and Peter Dowde, have generously donated plants. Many thanks are due to all those who 
give so generously to all the activities, ensuring that the nursery is highly productive and successful in getting 
the native plant message into the community.

Sharon and Janet have also provided propagation instructions for the Youth Futures group who run a program 
to assist young unemployed people to gain work experience and skills. One of their aims is to propagate 
Tasmanian native plants for the Heritage Forest garden. 

Sharon has also been busy organising a 
range of new seeds sown with the aim of 
refreshing our stock of plants. 

 



Have you visited the Tasmanian Native Garden at Heritage Forest lately?

How good is Hakea decurrens? 



Correa reflexa

Cryptandra amara



Grevillea australis not so colourful - its beauty relies on delicate, insect and bird friendly, lemony-white flowers. The Poa 
labillardierei looks green and fresh in the morning sun.

There is a lot to see and of course it is changing all the time. These photos were taken on a sunny early 
morning, September 4.

*** A reminder about the spring plant sale coming up in October - a little later this year. 
  
A variety of plants will be waiting for new homes. Come along and select yours. Plants are on sale at 10 
o’clock please not earlier as that time is needed to set up for the busy day ahead. 



 

 Spring Plant Sale 
            
 Saturday 19th October  10 to 3 
          
 Max Fry Hall, Trevallyn


